
*Fun & colourful* 

*Easy-to-make* 

*Hang up & enjoy* 

 

*Little rainbow 

hearts made into a 

garland bring joy 

and happiness* 

 

*Happy sewing!* 

RAINBOW HEARTS GARLAND TUTORIAL By WOOLHALLA 

The garland shown is made with 10 of the  

medium-sized hearts, one in each of the  

Rainbow Tones felt pack colours. To calculate 

how many hearts to make (and what size),  

measure the space you wish to hang the hearts 

in, divide by the width of the hearts, plus leave 

space in between hearts, and on the ends. 

*You can also mix & match the heart sizes

(using small and larger) or colours.* 

STEP 1. Cut 2 of each heart. 

STEP 2. Pin two matching hearts together. 

Blanket stitch around the outside edges, 

starting at the indent.  

STEP 3. Fill with a little bit of wool 

(optional), and finish sewing.   
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Easy-to-make in a few steps: 

To make a Rainbow Hearts Garland you will 

need the following:  

100% wool felt (Rainbow Tones Pack available 

from www.beardancecrafts.com), embroidery 

floss (DMC), scissors, sewing needle, string to 

hang (plus push-pins or tape, wool to stuff 

(optional), pins, measuring tape, and the printed 

pattern (to size, see pattern template). 



This design is by Natalie of Woolhalla. For more free  

pattern PDF’s please go to www.woolhalla.com 
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STEP 4. Hang thread through each heart, knot and 

trim the excess thread ends 

STEP 5. Lay the tape measure and string down, 

then start adding the hearts onto the string so that 

they are evenly spaced.  Use the measuring 

tape to help with spacing. Put all the hearts on. 

STEP 6. Tie loop knots in the end of the string for 

hanging. STEP 7. Hang it up!!  

Put it in a doorway, window, on the wall… 

RAINBOW HEARTS GARLAND TUTORIAL Continued... 


